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Selected As A 'Best All Round.KentwIty Community Newspaper

:ARY 4, 1971

Largest Paid
Circulation -- Both In City
And In County

The Primary
Source 9f News
In Murray and
Calloway County
United Press International

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, January 5, 1971

In Our 92nd Year

10,Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXII No. 3

Luther Robertson
Dies Ectily Today

Thousands Still Stranded
In Kansas and Nebraska

By United Press International
NuMbing culd poured across
much of the Western two-thirds
of the natign, today, compoundwoes stemming from
ing
Sunday night's vicious blizzard
and snowstorm...
More than a thousand persons
remained stranded or isolated
in Kansas and Nebraska as
temperatures began to plumA loaf of bread has 151 taxes.
met 'Monday night. Travel
Murray State 'University was
remained hazardous in areas
An egg has 100 taxes.
named as a source of marijuana
where it was not flatly
for Henry County, Tenn.,
impossible.
Luther Robertson, one of career as a retail grocer in a
-A man's suit has 116 taxes.
teenagers, in a talk given by
At least 48 persons died of
Murray's most outstanding store on Main Street near where
Henry County Sheriff, Leon
storm-related causes in seven
business and civic leaders, died Lerman's Store now stands.
A womat's hat has 150 taxes.
Williams, before the Paris Opstates. Iowa listed 19, storm
at 1:15 today at. the Murray- Later he became a traveling
timist Club Monday morning.
casualties, Illinois 12, Wisconsin
Calloway County Hospital.
salesman for Baker-Eckles
A house has IMO taxes.
Most marijuana used here
seven, Nebraska six, Kansas
to
struggles
Robertson, age 81, became ill Wholesale Grocers. In 1926 he
BLIZZARD BELTS CHICAGO—A pedestrian
(Henry County) comes from
two and Minnesota and New
with a heart condition two weeks was one of the organizers of the
cross Michigan Avenue in Chicago as the first blizzard
The above includes only Federal
Nashville or from Murray State
Mexico one each.
Lakes.
Great
to
Rockies
from
ago and was hospitalized on Murray Wholesale Grocery. He
Midwest
pounds
1971
of
and State taxes.
the
He
sheriff
said.
University,
Five-hundred travelers still
Sunday. His wife, the former was soon a director and in 1930,
cited the Printers Alley area of
were stranded late Monday
Etna Huie, died November 28, he became general manager,
The following came from the night at a truck stop along
Nashville as a known source and
1967. They were married April 19, serving as president and general
South Central Bell bulletin and is
State
students
that
Murray
said
Reports
Interstate 35 in .Iowa.
1914.
manager at the time of his death.
an old proverb.
have conducted "porparties" in
said they were running low on
Mr. Robertson began his
Luther Robertson
the county.
He served as a Director of the
milk for babies and were using
"If there is right in the soul,
United States Wholesale Grocers
wash cloths and towels as
There will be beauty in the diapers.
Association for one term. He was
person;
a past president of the Kentucky
Another 500 Stranded
If there is beauty in the person,
Wholesale Grocers Association
Another 500 persons remained three persons were injured, D. McClain of Farmington Route
There will be harmony in the stranded at the Plaza Truck
and at the time of his death was a
with one being hospitalized, in a One and driven by Randolph.
home;
director of this organization.
Stop near Williamstown, Iowa on two car collision Monday at 2:01 Miss McClain was a passenger in The Women of Murray Moose
If there is harmony in the home,
Lodge'No. 2011 will meet ThurInterstate 80. Shenendoah, Iowa. p.m. at the intersection of U. S. the Chevrolet.
In January, 1950, he became a
(Continued on Page Eight)
year with significant birth
sday, January 6, at 7:30 p.m. at
police and firemen provided cots Highway 641 South and Glendale
going
Murray-Calloway County
Director of the Bank of MtigroY,
Randolph,
the
said
Police
the lodge hall on North leith
least 18,000 babies die and on September 7, 1965 he
and -sleeping bags for 90 person: Road,
annual March of Dimes cam- defects; at
east on Glendale Road, said he
year due to birth
stranded in the city's armory-.
Miss Nancy Carol McClain, age
became Chairman of the Board of
paign began today with the in their _.first
for the stop sign and then Street'
stopped
About 5,000 abandoned ve- 17, of Farmington Route One, a started across 641 South colliding Enrollment -of- new members mailing of literature to over 7,300 defects; and 500,000 unborn Directors, in which capacity he
hides cluttered the . snow - passenger, received a concussion with the Wilson ar going south will be held-and all members are individuals and 400 business and babies die every year as a result served until his death.
urged to attend. The members
the spokesman
clogged streets of Omaha, Neb.. and was listed hi satisfactory on 641 South.
He was greatly appreciated as
industry personnel in. the county. of birth defects,"
added.
where 10 inches of snow fell. condition at the .Murray- Damage to the Wilson car was are requested to wear pastel
remind
(Continued on Page Eight)
brocures
"These
the
for
About half the businesses in Calloway County Hospital where on the front end and to the formals if possible
everyone how badly dollars are Mrs. Dardy Hassell, chairman
meeting.
were she was admitted Monday.
Lincoln
Omaha and
lloway County
Randolph-McClain car on the left
needed to help fight against birth of the Murray-Ca
—
expected to reopen today but, Steven Lynn Randolph, age 19,
March of Dimes, urges each
"By
said.
spokesman
.
a
defects,"
as in Des Moines, Iowa streets of 1705 Calloway, Murray, Golan Collier'nays, age 59, 11305
to respond to the vital
Billy Joe Stubblefield was
contributing to this worthy cause, family
were only partially cleared and received a laceration to the left Olive Street, was treated for a,Local
this year's March.
of
needs
reelected as chairman of the
you can help prevent such tragic
travel was a chancy operation. eye and a slight head injury. He laceration to head at the Houston-.
Calloway County School Board at
should be ad
10
every
donations
of
out
1
as:
Mail
statistics
emergency
Was treated at the
McDevitt Clinic after he had been'
the regular meeting held Monday Nebraska State Police estifamilies suffer the anguish of dressed to' Mrs. Michael G
room of the hospital.
Murray- The Calloway County High
everung at the board office.
mated 1,000_ persons had been. --James W. Wilson, age 25, of examined at the'
having a birth defect child; Miller, care of Peoples Bank, 500
Lakers and the Murray High 250,000 babies are born every'Main Street, Murray, Ky.
Reelected as vice-chairman of orcontinued to be stranded by Puryear, Tenn., suffered an
Continned on Page Eight
the board was Calvin Key. Other the storm at farms and truck abrasion to the face and a chest
Tigers basketball teams will both
return to action tonight following
members of the board are Lubie stops.
injury. He was given emergency
Newly-elected members of the
Parrish, Ferrell Miller, and
was
but
hospital,
the
at
treatment
Murray Board of Education,
chrhsw
:ilseZidi:;seff f" the
In Wisconsin, where up to 16
Robert Ross.
sent to the Houston-McDevitt
Donald E. Henry, Bethel
The constitutional oath of office inches of Snow fell, snow plows CliniE for further treatment.
drifting
An art exhibit of work done by Both teams will be playing on
deep,
Richirdson, and Will Ed Stokes
in
stuck
was administered for Ross and became
The Murray Police Departeir home courts and both will
took .Tse oath of office in an imKey, who were reelected for a snowbanks in he Madison area. ment investigated the accident members of the Murray
department
of
art
27,
Fulton
University
hosting
teams
from
be
pressive
special Board meeting
(rueger,
Diane
Mrs.
by
November,
in
four year term
between a Datsun two door, faculty will be on display in the County The Lakers meet Fulton Dan Brock, Alcoholic Program Paducah," he said. "This yesterday. Mayor Holmes Ellis
Marvin Harris, Calloway County
the
with
(Continued on Page Eight)
associated
Co-ordinator,
hoped
will
is
it
which
facility,
1969
a
and
driven by Wilson,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building County and -Murray High wilt
administered the oath to inCourt Clerk, on Devember 16.
regional mental health services, open within four weeks, will
Ch4vrolet Camero owned by W. on the campus through. January entertain Fulton-City.
members Henry and
cumbent
At the same time the Board of
Executive
appeared before the
provide treatment, group
22.
Richardson and new Board
Education oath for Key and Ross
Board of the Murray Woman's therapy, and rehabilitation for
To include about 50 pieces, the Bob Toon is head coach for the
member Will Ed Stokes. In adwas administered by SuperinClub on Monday. January 4, at citizens of the purchase area who
dition, the Board elected officers
annual show in the Mary Ed Tigers and Jerry Conley is head
United Pnwil International
tendent of Calloway County
'the
explain
to
away
may require a short period
the clubhouse,
I.
for the 1971 calendar year.
Mecoy Hall Gallery will consist of mentor for Calloway.
Schools, William B. Miller.
plans now in progress and to from home in the first stages of
ceramics,
paintings,
drawings_
(UPI)—Lt..
KY.
FRANKFORT,
The question of having a Senior
the
of
support
financial
invite
treatment."
By unanimous action, M. H.
will
Mostly cloudy weather
prints and
Class Prom at Calloway County prevail in Kentucky today with 3ov. Wendell H. Ford announced sculpture, jewelry,
plans, the federal government
Ryan
was re-elected board
Williams Matthews Now has granted $75,000 for the ex- Brock emphasized that about chairman and Dr. C. C. Lowry
High School has been presented slow clearing from the western le would file as a Democratic weaving.
department
art
the
of
Members
efforts
group's
for
his
of
nomination
percent
the
fifty
for
7.andidate
to the board. Delegations for and section of the state by afternoon
pansion of the drug alcohol
was elected vice-chairman.
Clara Eagle, Doing Student Teaching
against the prom have appeared and over central portion early governor today (12:30 p.m. cst) faculty are: Miss
program in the Purchase Area would be directed toward Other officers of the Board are
Porn
Boyd,
Karen
at the secretary of state's office chairman,
cArluoNDALE, 111.—Southern plus Livingston County, Brock prevention of problems through Miss Ruth Lassiter, treasurer,
before the board expressing their tonight.
Buranabunpot, Tony Droege, Illinois University education
in the Capitol.
views.
Approximately $7,500 will education but that another fifty and Fred Schultz, secretary.
Wednesday.
cloudy
Partly
Furches, students totalling 450 from said.
At the Monday meeting ,the Continued cold through Wed- Ford first filed last June, but Marcia Durrant, Harry
received from the state and percent would be devoted toward
be
Jackson, Illinois and a dozen other states
Ryan has been a member of the
which now
School Board instructell Supt. nesday but colder east portion ander state law he must add a Robert Head, Richard
will be needed from the a solution of problems
Harold are engaged in actual classroom $20,000
Jajosky,
Board of Education for 15
Edward
Murray
the
exist.
supported
he
that
statement
\High
Calloway
of
Miller and
Purchase Area as local support
today and tonighL
party during the last election Langland, Roberr*Manley, Luke teaching experiences in public a program of education regar- All citizens and organizations years and has served as vice
Principal Howard Crittenden to
will
showers
snow
A few light
''Samuelson, Tro S.
ools during the'winter quarter ding the uses and abuses of were urged tp,„ support the chairman for two years and as
conduct a polt-ot parentS of the fall mainly in the north portion of before his candidacy papers are Oas,
board chairman for eight years
Sandvik, Fred Shepard, Thomas that began January 4.
high school studen4S- at to the state today, diminishing and completed.
alcohol and drugs and the program through donations,
Timmerman.
Mary
In
and
addition, Ryan has held state
Spoerner
Democratic
other
only
The
William
or
(hie)
is
Included
whether they would-approve
treatment of persons with related' which are to be sent to Comending.
Miss' Samuelson, who is the Matthews of 1201 Main St.,
and regional offices in the School
candidate that has filed thus far
disapprove holding a senior
.
of
•
Centers
Health
problems.
Mental
munity
in
Wednesday
Highs today and
that Murray, who will student teach
Boards Association, and recently
prom, and would they permit the 20s to low 30s. Lows tonight is Mitchell S. Fanning, Whitley gallery director; emphasized
Brock pointed out that the area West Kentucky, 308 Guthrie
a two-year term as
completed
Republican the public is invited to see the during January, February and grant, from the feberal governCity. The only
their children to participate in around 10 to the upper teens.
Building, Paducah, Kentucky,
candidate to file has been Reed show. Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m. March at Lincoln Junior _High ment was one of only three made 42001. eThe donations are tax president of the Kentucky School
the prom.
Boards Association.
Martin of Louisville, for the to 4:30 p.m. Monday through School,•Carbondale. '
A decision regarding the prom
ih the nation. The funds will deductible and will be allogated
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Friday, 9 a.m. to noon on The 450 winter term student
Vice-Chairman Lowry has been
gubernatorial nomination.
question will be made following
have
to
Area
Area
enable the Purchase
throughout the I'Purchase
Chance of snow Thursday and Former Gov. Bert T. Combs Saturdays, and 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. teachers- bring the total number nine staff members, one according to the needs of the a member of this Board for six
the poll of the parents.
on the Carbondale campus who educator, and four field workers particular community.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Other routine business was Friday ending Saturday. Con- has announced his candidacy for on Sunday.
discussed including special tinued cold through Saturday he Democratic nomination for
have engaged in student teaching involved in the vital program.
the
of
session
business
the
In
the past year to 1,732. The "The trend," Br
matters to be released at a later with highs in the 20s and lows governor but-has not filed. with
said,"said," is
Board Mrs . Bethel
the secretary of state vet.
ranging from 8 to 18 degrees.
quarter-year of training in a toward treatment of such Executive
date.
presided. The
classroom situation is required problems in the local community, Richardson
treasurer, Mrs. Purdom Outland,
for a bachelor's degree in rather than requiring alcoholic
a surrent club balance
education at SIU and the and drug vialms to be sent away reported
$3,242.36.
of
on from home to state hospitals."
is carried
Dr. Eugene Schanbacher, operation
quarters of "An exciting Oature of the new Mrs. Richardson announced
B.F.A.
Sprunger's
Arlo
associate professor of the in- throughout the four
program will be the establish- that the Murray State foreign Exhibition will be held January 4dustrial educatfon department of the year.
ment of the Halfway House' students were preparing and 18 in the Price Doyle Exhibition
Murray State University, will be
in serving a dinner at the clubhouse Hall of the Fine Arts Building at
Center
Rehabilitation
the speaker at the United
on Sunday, January 10, to raise Murray State University.
Campus Ministry luncheon to be
funds for scholarshipslor foreign Sprunger's exhibition will
held Wednesday, January 6, at
students. Tickets are being sold consist of both paintings and
12:30 p.m.
The Administrative Board of
to the public. The Murray drawings, and among these will
Dr. Schanbacher will discuss the First United Methodist
Woman's Club is supporting the be paintings which have been in
the cultural background .for Church has cancelled its dinner
project by furnishing the both regional and international
in
education
higher
in
problems
meeting scheduled for" Wedcompetition.
Ethiopia. He served for two years nesday. January 6,at 6:30 p.m. in
(Continued on Page Eight)
His paintings have been
Report cards for the first
as technical educational advisor the social hall of the church.
exhibited for two consecutive
with the agency for International The meeting has been can- semester's work will be issued'
years at the Evansville MidFAXON CLUB
Murray High
Development in Ethidpia.
L•elled due to the death of Luther Wednesday at
and recently in
The Murray professor worked Robertson, chairman of the School, according to Principal Eli The Faxon Mothers Club will States Art Show
meet Wednesday, January 6, at the New York International Art
Alexander.
in the teaching responsibilities at board.
The card.s should be examined 130 p.m. in the eighth grade Exhibition. All works shown will
Haile Selassie University in
by the parents, signed and Class room of the Faxon School. be for sale and the public is
Addis Abba as well as teacher
STOCK YOUR POND
conreturned to the homeroom All mothers are urged to attend. cordially invited to attend.
training and building
Sprunger is the son of Mr and
Conlocal
Maupin,
D.
Jerry
school
teachers on Thursday nriolidrig..
struction for secondary
of
Mrs. Arlo Sprunger, Sr.
servation Officer, announced Alexander said.
systems in Ethiopia._":
\-.....ELED:.CROSS MEET
He returned with his family to today that farm pond owners, Students resumed their work The regular quarterly me-ting ol Murray.
his teaching position at Murray who wish to stock their ponds or and began the second semester the Callaway County 'Red Cross 'He is married to the former
4
lakes , with bass and
today. Monday was used as a Chapter will be held at 4 p.m. in Jane Saxon, daughter of Mr. and
State this fall.
ow&
Students, faculty, and the should contact him for ap- teacher's la orkday to put grades the jury room of the courthouse Mrs. Phillip Saxon, who is now
-public are invited to attend the plications. The deadline for 1771 on cords and to get grades on the on Tuesday. January 12, ac- Working on her master's degree
ICE HOUSE—Consider the defrosting you'd nred if you hved intfls homer on thr
luncheon. Reservations may be stocking is January 23, 1971, permanent records for each cording to Robert Moyer, in English. She will graduate ri
vacant
is
hquse
and
shore of Lake :Michigan near Holland, Mich. It's a summer
August.
Maupin
student
made by calling 753-3531
chairman
rielit now. Hich wind GirCMC waves and spray over it did the job.

Seen&Heard
Around.
Murray

Was Organizer of Murray
Wholisale Grocery Here

Murray State Cited
As Source of 'Pot'

Three Injured In
Wreck Yesterday Women Of Moose March. of Dimes Campaign
Lodge Plan Meet_ _

Now Underway In County

Stubblefield
Elected As
.)
Chairman

Art Exhibit On
Display At MSU

le neck

.11

)WS
ie
y decor'
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New Board
Members Are
Installed

Cage Teams
Return To Action

Board Of Woman's Club
Hears Dan Brock Monday

The Weather Ford To File-for
eroorship Today

Dr. Schanbacher To
Be United Campus
Luncheon Speaker

Arlo Sprunger's
BFA Exhibition Is
Now At Doyle Hall

Church Board Meet
Report Cards At
Cancelled Today
MurFay High To Be
Issued Wednesday
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year.
ould provide some 5,000 new
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requirements which go beyound
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state
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Miss Cathy Lynn Arendall Becomes Wide
Of Thomas Warren Lassiter In Ceremony
At Baptist Church At Hopkinsville

054

Pada* 733-1111 or 7$3•4041

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Wednesday, January
The Cherry Corner Baptist
The Annie Armstrong Group of Church Baptist Women will meet
the WAIS of the First Baptist at the church at seven p.m.
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Edgar Shirley at 7:30 p.m. The Faxon Mothers Club will
with Mrs. Lloyd Cornell as meet at the Faxon School at 1:30
leader.
p.m.

-I.

'

towtaidt,

Tuesday, January 5
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Local. Women Invited to Fashion
Show Here Sponsored by Maytag

fun and factual, from beginning
Here's good news for women in
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of The Flint Baptist Church
and Calloway County. to end.
Murray
The invitation is extended by:
the First Presbyterian Church Baptist Women will meet at the
All women in this area are
Frances Frown and other
will meet at the home of Mrs. Olis church at seven p.m.
Aiss
free
cordially invited to attend a
in Home Economics
McNelis at 1:30 p.m.
Fashion Show on Thursday, dudents
classes and Ward.
Thursday, January 7
Equipment
be
to
promises
January 7 that
Country
Maytag dealer.
and
local
Town
The
Elkins,
different from all ether fashion
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
Homemakers Club will meet at
3nce again, the date, time and
meet
Abigail Van Buren
will
Girls
for
Rainbow
shows.
of the
the home of Mrs. Charles Hinds, Highlighted Will be the latest place. Thursday, January 7, 10:30
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
.m. and, 2:40 p.m., in Home
South 18th Street, at 7:30 p.m.
809
live
I
and
old,
DEAR ABBY: I am a widow, 47 years
and newest iriribilopmetit
Economics Dept., room 307.
care.
United
wardrobe
Goshen
to
with my son who is 22. For Christmas be gave me a pair of
the
relates
of
it
as
WSCS
The
is no admission charge.
The Garden Department of the
black lace panties with a red bow—the type a striptease
This fashion show is different in There
Methodist Church will meet at
meet
will
Club
Woman's
Murray
modeled
package,
that riqj all garments
dancer might wear. I blushed when I opened the
the church at seven p.m.
at the club house at 1:30 p.m.
will look as they really should.
but pretended I was pleased. II would never wear anything
W.
Mesdames
be
Hostesses will
How to get good results will be
Group I of the First Christian
like that.]
Church CWF will meet at ten EL Graves, James Hamilton, contrasted with some of the
Lately my son has taken to smacking me on the rump as
'a
but
son,
my
love
I
by.
passes
he
when
with Mrs. M. C. Ellis and Robert Hendon, B. J. Hoffman, frequent laundry practices that
gesture
a.m.
affectionate
an
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Don Neale
and
L.
J.
hostesses
Hortin.
I
child
as
the
Roberts
results.
by
create bad
Mrs. E. D.
of Huntsville, Ala., are the
I do not appreciate this kind of familiarity
Miss Kathy Strawbacker, staff parents of a baby girl, Valerie
Mrs. Howard Titsworth will be in
brought into the world.
charge of the program.
The Women of the Moose will home economist for the Maytag Ann, weighing seven pounds one
I have heard there ilibmething called "The Oedipus
have an enrollment of new Company will be commentator ounce, born on Saturday,
Complex." Do you think my son has one? And if so, what
Group II of the First Christian members at the lodge hall at 7:30 for the Fashion Show, scheduled December 26, at a hospital there.
should I do about it? I have started to lock my bedroom door
Cliff will meet at two p.m. All members are urged to for 10:30 a.m. and, 2:00 p.m., They have another daughter,
I
Should
Church
ideas.
strange
other
at nigh'. in case he gets some
p.m. with Mrs. Ernest Bailey and attend and are asked to wear Thursday, January 7 at Murray Michelle Renee, age four, and a
insist that he get his own apartment? Kindly advise me as I
Mrs. Lessie Pickard as hostesses. pastel formals if possible.
State University, in the Home son, Christopher Todd, age two.
WORRIED
can't ask anyone else these questions
Economics Dept., Applied
Mrs. Bailey, will have the
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
DEAR WORRIED: Obviously you and your son de not
program and Mrs. Rupert Parks
Science.
Bryan Neale and Mr. and Mrs.
about
"worried"
8
be
wouldn't
you
January
or
fabrics
well,
very
fibers,
communicate
die devotion.
See how modern
Lee Travis, all of Murray. Mr.
Murray and laundry equipment comNorth
The
his ideas and intentions. You should get to know him better
and Mrs. Steve Jones of Murray
in order to understand him. This will take time and effort
The Baptist Women of the Homemakers- Club will meet at plement each other and con- are the maternal great grandand dialog. "The Oedipus Complex" Is the theory that all
Hazel Baptist Church will meet at the home of Mrs. Greene Wilson, tribute to the era of effortless parents.
sons have an unconscious desire to get rid of father in order
the church at ten a.m. for a Lynn Grove Road, at 1:30 p.m. elegance. Join the fun. See this
different kind of fashion show,
meeting, covered dish
to replace hint in the role of lover to mother. ISome boy it,
The Murray-Calloway County
Mr. and Mrs. James Hugh
34ncheon, and Royal Service
some do poll In all probability, your son is a fun-loving
Senior Citizens Club will meet at
Morris of Route One, Ruryear,
program.
22-yEar-old who loves his mother in a normal healthy way.
12 noon at the social hall of the
Tenn., arinqunce the birth of a
United Methodist Church. A
First
duaghter born'on Thursday,
DEAR ABBY . Because she wanted a watermelon she.
tiniversity in January with a potluck luncheon will be served.
December 31, at the Eery
could not afford, a mother allowed her 8-year-old child to Mrs.
Thomas
Warren
Lassiter
in chemistry. He is a
stiajor
Members of the Wadesbor County General Hospital, Paris,
_
the
from
home
accept a dollar for helping an ailing old lady
tnember of Scabbard and Blade -Truth", a folk singing grou p Homemakers Club held the' Tenn.
supermarket Then the mother regretted Allowing her child
designed with high riff
honor society' and the from the Ninth and 0 Baptist 'December meeting at th
'military
Cathy
Miss
of
marriage
The
The baby weighed eight pounds
the
if
you
asked
she
and
deed,
good
to accept money for a
_
fullUnion...kie
Student
SieeY.q../.11!
itaptist
daughter
Mr
of,
Church; Louisville;will present-a -Gek'nkti 14C113e Sraerlgasbord": itnd eight ounces-, and has been
child should now return the &nit.TOO said per
I graduate assistant in chemistry concert
The group chloYed a delici• • named Julie Renee.
of
contemporary
and Mrs. W. B. Arendall of to fitted cuffs, and white sa
Abby, how much nicer it would have been if you had _ '
marking the Empire. waistline.. While working 4i-his WSW's Christian folk music at the dinner followed-Wthe exchang
Thomas
and
Hopkinsville,
a
or
cookies
homemade
suggested that the child take some
Warren Lassiter, son of L. Roy Their headdresses were white Degree.
Baptist Student Center at-seven of gifts. Members answered few flowers to the lady. She lived in a convalescent home and The couple is now residing at p.m. Public is invited and there is roll call by giving a Chris
•
Lassiter of South Eighth Street, satin bows with red illusion v
doubt
lonely.
was no
M2B Vine, Muurray.
ritual practiced in their home.
the late Mrs. and they carried Fren
and
Murray,
charge.
no
be
would
apologize
For the child to return the dollar and
: Those attending the wedding
were
Members
present
Lassiter, was solemnized at the bouquets of white fuji mun
a traumatic chore for an 8-year-old.
Mesdames Clarence Culver,
Henderson Memorial Baptist holly, and Christmas red ribbon kom the Murray area were
miss
never
I
Abby,
advice,
good
You give so much
on The flower girl's floor lengf* ldrs. Harold Lassiter of Hardin,
Gusts Conner, Lowell Palmer,
Church, Hopkinstille,
reading your column. I wish I had had you when I was young.
gown was similar to the senior Mike Morgan of Fairdealing, Mr.
Max Hurt, Baron Palmer, David
December 26.
Saturday,
"MARIAN McD." IN BOCA RATON, FLA.
Palmer, Wayne Hardie, Clete
Rev. Norris Smith performed attendants but was of red velvet. and Mrs. Fred Paul Stalls, Miss
Mrs.
Hildred
Sharpe
Ass
Now Has
Young, Ernest Futrell, Burma
the ceremony at four o'clock in She scattered red flower petals Karen Snow, Mrs. Shirley McDEAR MARIAN: Thanks, Marian. I wish I had had
Carty, Mrs. Carol McCarty and returned from Louisville where McDaniel, Jim Washer, And
the afternoon using the double from a white basket.
you when I was writing that answer
Rev. Harold Lassiter of Har- Kelly, Mr. and Mrs. Amos Mc- she spent the holidays with her Clinton Burchett. One visitor was
ring service.
brother of the groom, was Carty, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Obert son, John S. McBride, Jr., and Mrs. Barletta Wrather.
din,
with
was
banked
The
altar
DEAR ABBY: I could hardly believe my eyes when I
The ushers were David Garland, Belinda and Denise family,, her daughter, Mrs. Will The next meeting will be held
man.
best
containers
two
Kentia
palms
reith
read the letter from "Hurt and Heartbroken Mother In law"
of the groom, Spencer, Mr. and Mrs. James E. Downing and family, and her at the home of Mrs. Clinton
cousin
Jones,
and
of white gladioli, pompoms,
who yearned to sit with her grandchild, but had never been
Jenkins of Mt. Cohoon, and H. B. Lassiter, all of grandchildren, Susan and David Burchett Qn Wednesday. January
Len
Tenn.,
Martin,
carnations on either side of a
asked.
Downing.
Vernon, It., and Bryan Arendall, Murray
candelabrum
arch
central
20, at 10:30 a.m.
How I wish she were my mother in law! Mine has been
nine- brother of the bride.
Two
tapers.
fifteen
holding
Once
do.
to
else
something
had
asked to sit, but she always
Mrs. Arendall, mother of the.
branched tree candelabra and
she went so far as to tell us she had a doctor's appointment.
two spiral candelabra with fif- bride, wore a red raw silk jacket
[At 9 p. m.']
Okta
teen tapers were also on either dress with white metallic bodice
She has a comfortable 4-bedroom home and nothing to
side. Four seven-branched which was made by the bride
do, so I can't understand it. The last straw came when I went
candelabra were in the choir loft. from material sent from
into labor with my second child. The baby was not due yet, , The white kneeling bench was the Thailand by a friend of the
family. Her accessories were
no I had no babysitter lined up. We called my mother in law
focal ooint.
-1 4od &acme over and informed us that she would drive me - - Family petit-We-re designated white reptile and she wore a
•
An ems bespital, but she would not watch our child.
with precessionaisle candles tied white felt Gaucho-style hat.
says,
often
•
• • • • • •
• • • ••• • •
Mrs. H. B. Lassiter, aunt of. thse
Now, we never ask, and she is pleased. She
with magnolia leaves and white
• • nil.
,
knit
blue
medium
a
chose
groom,
"I raised my own children and I think everyone else should
held
windows
satin bows. The
• • • •
GRAMAW
and
bodice
FROM
lace
HELP
with
NO
dress
sheath
• • • •
raise theiral"
white candles surrounded by
•* •
sleeves, matching net headdress
holly and magnolia foliage.
• 4 •
accessories.
patent
gray
and
114
Mother"
"Mississippi
tell
Suttygiver,
Dwain
Please
Mrs.
DEAR ASSY:
• •
Mrs.
and
Arendall
Mrs.
Both
not
may
Hopkinsville., organist, and-Aldiss
• •
children and ready to welcome more) that the Lord
cymbidium
•
white
wore
Treva Everley, Rockport, soloist, Lassiter
give her a bigger load than she can carry, but it's people
•
corsages!
orchid
can
it
of
than
wedding
load
program
a
bigger
presented
a
world
hie her who are giving the
•
Reception
A.
L.
T. M. S. l'N
music as the guests assembled.
•
carry. She ought to find a new hobby.
EXTRA SPECIAL)
Following the ceremotly-theOrgan selections included
off
it
get
you
if
the
better
in
What's your problem' You'll feel
"Because" by d'Hardelot; "0 reception was held
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box all7•11, Los Aageles. Cal.
Perfect Love" by Barnby; "I fellowship hall of the church.
Both the cake and punch tables
NM. For a personal reply enclose damped. addressed
Love Thee", Grieg; "Savior Like
esvelope.
A Shepherd Lead Us", Bradbury; were covered by , sheer . em"Traumerei", Schumann ; "I broider-ail cloths over satin. The
Love You Truly", Jacobs-Bond; four-tiered pedestal. Cake was
Fwr Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding.'
decorated In white with small red
arid "Ave Maria";Schubert.
stud Si to Aliby. Box 6970. Los Angeles. Cat 14011.
Miss Everley swig "Whither poinsettias carrying out the
Thou Goest" by Singer and wedding theme of white and
-We'll Walk With God'.' by Christmas red. Holly and fuji
Brod.szky prior to the exchange of mums were on top of the cake.
the vows and "Wedding Prayer" Flanking the cake were silver
by Dunlap as a benediction while candelabra with tfriy ivory'.
,
the couple knelt. The Bridal kissingangels in front of them.
.
, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Travis and 401 EhnStreet
• 4
Chow from "Lohengin" by Large bouquets of red car•••
son, Barry; returned home
holly,
and
fuji
mums,
nations,
•
used
iThe
was
Wagner
L.
Mrs.
R.
Wade has returned
Sunday after Mrs. Travis and
••
precessiopal and Wedding March boxwood in silver epergnes were
Barry has spent a week with their
.• •
Main Street from "A' Midsummer Night's on either end of the cake table.
West
on
hortie
her
to
•
Don
Neale,
Mrs.
Jerry
daughter,
her Dream" by Mendels.sohn as the
with
The
visit
and
bouquets
lengthy
bridesmaids'
a
after
•
•
Mr. Neale,and children, Michelle
i.e
holly' were used on the punch
Mrs. James Vaughn recessional
Renee, Christopher Todd, and daughter,
•
•
•
•
of Pontiac, Mich.
table which featured silver and
Bride's Dress
• • • •
Valerie Ann, of Huntsville, Ala. and family
crystal appointments.
• AL • •
was
aown
escorted
bride
The
Mr. Travis went for them over
• •• •
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hale, the aisle by. her father and given
Misses SuEllen Wilson of Clay,
the weekend.
• •'19-• •
Jr.,of Owensboro were the recent in marriage by both parents. She Jan lngleheart of Evansville,
• • 0 * *
• • • • • •
of his -parents, Mr. and wore an A-line sihouette gown of Ind., Margaret McDaniel of
guests
Mr and Mrs. Roy F. Crotzer
• 0 • *
•
Norman 'Hale, Sr., and his angel skin peau fashioned with e Calhound, and Pam Graves of
and children, Debra, Donna, Mrs.,
• • • • 0*
Mrs. Eunice high neck of scalloped lace which Paducah served. The register
grandmother.
• • • • • *
Steve, Sue, Willie, Michael, and
• • • 0 • • •
was repeated on the Empire was kept in the church foyer by
Robert, of Jeffersontown were Overbey.
•
a •• • •
bodice. It also framed the front of Miss Missy Barlow of Knoxville,
the New Year's weekend guests
• •.• •. • S.•
of the skirt and extended to the Term., cousin of the bride. Mrs.
Kent
Hale
:
-Mrs.
Ifi
:and
• • • •--0---40
of her parents, Mr and Mrs. 11..
Nortonville have-been the guests chapel length teain. The Bishop P. G.Kemp also assisted with the
• • • II • 111 -4
W Burkeen, Alm°
• • • •• • •
-s.
Mi
and
of their parents, Mr.
sleeves featured wide cuffs. The hospitality.
• • • a * * •
For a southern wedding trip,
Norman Hale, Sr., and Mr....and bride's finger tip veil of illusion
• • • •'E • •
• • • • * -40 • •
Jell from a Camelot lace cap and Mrs. Lassiter wore a long sleeve
Mrs. Gregg Miller ana Mrs. Mrs. N. P. Cavitt.
•
••• • • •
wool
dress
black
cranberry
she carried a white orchid
Isaac L. Clanton have returned to
4 • • • • 6 • • • do •
• • • • • • • •
and the orchid from
accessories,
Murray
of
Roney
R.
Anne
Mrs.
and
after
stephanotis
by
surrounded
Murray
in
their homes
patient at tuberoses on a white Bible with her bouquet.
spending the holidays with their Romte Six has been a
The bride is a 1968 graduate of
Haptie 'Hospital, love - knots caught in the
son and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. the Western
Hopkinsville High School and will
P'aducah,
Steye,
r
streamers.
son
imd
Miller
Charlei C.
Miss Kave Butler, Hopkin- be graduated in June from
of cha ttadonga, Tenn.
Marshall Lee Shepherd of 'sville, was the maid of honor. The Murray State University where
from bridesmaids were Miss Becky she is a home economics major.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Axwell Murray has been dismissed
Hospital,
Baptist
Western
the
Of
John,
Gay, Louisville, and Miss Judy She is a member of Kappa
and
Linda
and children,
Arendall, sister of the bride. Omicron Phi home economics
Orlando, Fla, Mr. and Mrs. Paducah
Sherry and Leslie Lassiter, niece honorary: Alpha (-hi national
James Azwell of (ovington,
honor society, and the Baptist
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas I,)nn Dale Burkeen of Dexter and nephew of the grocin from
Union.
at
home
is
Student
his
now
One
Route
ring
and
girl
flower
were
Hardin,
Maldovan anti children, Gail and
Mr. Lassiter, a 1966 graduate of
John Michael, of Millington, after being a patient at the bearer.
Baptist Hospital,
All the attendants wore floor Murray High School, will be
Tenn . have been the holiday Western
Paducah
gowns of red chiffon graduated from Murray State
Herndon.
length
Orville
guests of Mrs
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passing judgment
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REALITI
WIGS

Super Sensational Savings on Sweet, Smashing,
Slinky, Sentimental, Soul-Satisfying Clothes!!

-• •.
•
'•
Blouses •
•
Skirts .••
Pant
Coats

Pant
Suit
Slacks
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ANA.4.4‘- 4\-4
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Sweaters'
Shirts
Vests
Coats
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Hats
'1.00 ea.
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..Hos
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Gifts"
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Shkts
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Groovy Fashion!
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Our PLEDGE To You for
1971 Is:
Lowest possible prices on
all of our merchandiseGuaranteed quality
Products— Courteous,
Pleasant and Prompt Service!

Our Low Price
Large Size
REGULAR '1.09

Save
.Now!

7

AIRDRESSING IN THE WORLD
KING SIZE — REGULAR '1.29

HOUSE

Gelisilieplaces
heartburn fast!

SCOPE

▪ as

LIT'
GS

MOUTHWASH

toothpaste
Say- Rite's Low,,
89' VALUE Low Price

KEY8
SCHICK
KRONA CHROME

QUART-REG. '2.05
SIZE
LOW, LOW PRICE

Say- Rite's Price
l'uper Whitening toothpaste
and mouthwash in one.

I2-oz. - REGULAR PRICE
'1.29

ant
Suit
Slacks

SIN UTABS

53

INJECTOR REGULAR 89.
BLADES Now Only

For prompt temporary relief of
headaches, congestion due to $
Now
colds and sinusitis..
REGULAR '2.50 VALUE Only

30's

NOW! FALSE TEETH
HOLD BEAUTIFULLY!

Creme Rinse
with Body

.•••11•••••••••....
••••••••••es••••
•••••••••••• •
•
•
.1....•••••••••••••
.••••••••••••••••••

IRA SPECIAL)

loPPY
Hats
1.00 ea.
inty
Hos
Scarfs
ewelry
Belts
uede
Vest
Gifts
uede
Shirts

8-0z. Size REGULAR '1.69

"••••L"',',

securely and comfortably'

'1.98 VALUE

$

19

DIPPITY-DO- SETTING GEL

jjj

8-oz.
REGULAR '1.25

For Longer
EXTGRUAHRO
Lasting
ONLY
Roller 8-oz.
0
..
REGULAR 7
Sets
'1.25
'VALUE --1-V

75'
PR!STEEN
DEODORANT'SPRAY
Feminine Hygiene
Deodorant Spray
REGULAR 'L39 VALUE

NOW ONLY

DEEP MAGIC
PUTS
PRECIOUS
MOISTURE BACK

MULTIPLE VITAMINS
Chewable
'2.49 VALUE —
Fruit flavored
60 TABLETS
Children love 'em

SAVE MONEY NOW

WITH
IRON

maw .

Now
CHOCKS

60 TABLETS
'2.19 VALUE $

Now

MOISTURIZER

31

Only the Prices Are
Discounted. .. Never
the QUALITY!!

Pampers

DRY SKIN CONOIVONER

3•oz
'1.00 VALUE

58t

Our Low Price

For Drier,
Happier Babies.
p,a74
, 4=rs BUY NOW
n'T-f—t
,
k AND SAVE

Newborn 30's $1.47
Day 5's

79'

Day' 0'ss
Night 12's

$1.67

87t

LOWEST PRICES EVERW

-4•4111.44•••,•--
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ABBY-A unique combination of wit and warmth whose
love and under- •
more
spread
.to
is
1971
n
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•
resolutio
•
•
•
•
• standing among all her readers.
•
•
•

•
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DEAR ABBY: A while back a grown man wrote in
saying be liked to chew on rubber objects as it relaxed him.
Then someone-caught him chewing on a rubber duck and he
was embarrassed. Well, tell him not to be ashamed as my
husband is the best in the world and he has a similar
peculiarity.
When our daughter was a baby, I found her pacifier in
our bed. I thought it had dropped out of her mouth while she
was in our bed, but later I found the pacifier in the drawer of
our nightstand table, and I couldn't for the life of me figure
out bow it got there,.
Then one morning I woke up early 'and saw my husband'
sound asleep with the pacifier in his mouth! We had a good
laugh over it, and that evening when I fixed the baby's bottle
I jokingly asked him if be wanted a bottle, too. He said yes,
so I fixed him one.
He loved it, so I kept fixing him a bottle right along with
the baby's. I took the baby off the bottle when she was 14
months old, but my husband still has one every night, and be
is 37 Please don't use our name as my husband is
well-known here. He works on the Space Program. Thank
HAPPY WIFE
YOU
DEAR WIFE: Give my regards to your husband. He Is
out of this world. And se are you.

DEAR ABBY What do you think of a man who publicly
refers to * secretary as has "office infer
-IR HOME WIFE
e
mut MOM: He's either Itiskg ihr troubte. Or has
•ak„.
Iliscad
.464

r.ildt ABBY: After my eighth baby was born, I asked
doctor to "tie my tubes" so I wouldn't have any more
children. It's patting new. Lots of women have it done.
Well, that was two years ago, and yesterday my husband
>'- came home and announced that he had gone down to the
4,
sounds to me
4 doctor's office and had his tubes tied' It sure
-"e, like there's another woman in his life.
Maybe I'm just dumb, but I can't understand why HE
had.to have that done when there was no danger of getting
ME pregnant.
Do you think he's off his rocker, or just plain don't like
kids. Please don't use my name Four of my kids can read.
"OVERBEARING"
DEAR OVER: No matter what your husbasd's faalts
N.
-1 May be. - gambling- isn't one of tbem
7,

CONFIDENTIAL TO ERNIE IN LEXINGTON: Don't get
, excited. A "SEXAGENARIAN" means sbe's from 66 to its
- years old.

DEAR ABBY
care for'
-o•

Hcnv do you get rid of a guy you don't

DEAR LORI: Introduce him to a GIRL you don't care

DEAR ABBY: Can you please tell me here the custom
he's in
DEAR ABBY: My husband is 55, and thIMit
S. C.
oflziseing,•-l•dy's hand originated? And why?
pretty good health, but every time be hears that someone he
has to
person
A
DEAR 8. C.: It originated in France.
knows under 75 dropped dead, he announces that he is going it
Mart somewhere. and I suppose that's as good a place as
to "start living." Abby, Harry has been "living" all his life,
any.
and if he has ever missed anything, I don't know what it
could be.
Well, Harry started "living" again last week after be
DEAR ABBY. I know a lot of men go for young girls, but
buried a 57-year-old friend. He is eating all the things he
he's
because
diet
his
watch
husband is just the opposite, and that's my problem.
to
supposed
my
is
(he
shouldn't
There's a woman in town with one of those long-legged,
inclined to be heavy) and be also drinks more than what is
slim waisted (*urea, and she has to be at least 45 years old.
good for him. He quit smoking a year ago, but now he's
Well, my husband co'Ckeep his eyes off ber and he is only
started again, saying he is not going to deny himself
30
anything, because who knows, tomorrow his number may
Even tho it's out of his way, he drives by her house every
come up.
So what is a wife supposed to)with a husband like --At morning on his way to work, hopinnio get a glimpse of her.
Abby, I'm ashamed to tell you some of the things I've
,
HARRY'S WIFE
that? I love him.
thought of doing' to try to get her to move. I know it's pot—
ED !Snit over the head with his life
• DEAR
her fault, but I could explode every time I think of how my..
'Immranee paRep. 11Istreasia't get the message, nag him.
f. husband drools over this old lady.
_4 lat,„
How can a person her age be so well preserved?
CURIOUS IN TOPEKA
D.F.AELABBY: In your opinion, is "The Pill" foolproof,DEAR_ CURIOUS: I don't know what kind of
CANDY
"preservative" she uses. but I'm sore she isn't pickled Is
alcohol.
DEAR CANDY: Nothing is foolproof in the hands of a
And what makes you think a woman past 45 is ready for
the glue factory' The world is full of women who will never
see SO again who have more pizzas than dollies one-third
DEAR ABBY • Last month I started to work in a large
their age.
to
attracted
became
I
bat
the
off
right
and
insurance office,
ft good looking young department head. Not bragging, but
rye got a lot going for me, too. I'm 24, single, and a
well-built redhead who never lacked for attention,
CONVIDFATI %I TO "BIG ED" Better start looking
Well, "Department Head" and I started seeing each
around for 'another job From too much YESSIR. NOSIR, a
other a lot, but always at my place. [He was sort of secretive
man ..n get an t
about where he lived!
I
so
cold.
chest
a
with
sick
Yesterday he called in
decided to surprise him with some chicken soup II got his
DEAR ABBY: Why can't womeff be as broadminded as
address from the office Meal
n? I really love my wife, Abby. We've been married 15
When I rang his bell, I was the one who got the
years and she's doing a super job with our home and
surprise' A tall, skinny blonde about my age answered his
children, bit now she's letting a small incident she happened
door in a bath towel. At first she wasn't going to let me in,
to see make a difference in our lives.
but I pushed her aside and went right to the bedroom to see
Now, you're a businesswoman, Abby, and you know how
my sick friend He was sick all right, and he got sicker when
hard it is to keep a good secretary. Mine has been with me
he saw me. The bedroom looked plenty "lived in," if you
for five years and she does a great job She's always on time,
know what I mean. Her stuff thrown all over the place along
she's efficient and the price is right. with his.
Well, last week my wife happened by my office and she
"Department Head" said Blondie was a childhood, chum
saw me with my arms around my secretary. I've made
who had come to town to hunt a job, was low on funds, so he
friendly gestures like this for some time to show my
was putting her up temporarily Now. Abby, how does this
appreciation to her, but my wife is.inad, and she doesn't
RED
story sound to you?
even want to speak to my secretary again
Abby, will you please say something in your column
DESK RED: Fishy. "Department Head- could have
helped the blonde by giving her a few dollars for a pad of her
about how hard a good secretary is to find? My wife may see
TROUBLED IN TUCSON
stab. I P. S. Too bad you didn't know in advance that you
it, and understand.
, were going to cook his goose You could have skipped the
repair man is also
television
DEAR TROUBLED: A good
chicken soup: I
'hard to find! I mean one who comes immediately when you
call him, has all the parts ilia seed right with him, repairs
the set and quotes a price that is right. How would you like
comehome aattlee your wife -showing her appreciation"
to'
tiiS
you
DE-AR XII.Ire-What do
by puttirg her inns around him'?
stands outside the girlie shows during the week of a local fair
You will fled rrsympathy'Weedey "5" in the dictionary.
DISGUSTED
to see how many people he knows go i0
Mister.
DEAR DISGUSTED: He's sot very bright. Some of the
And next time you want tasliww,yeas "appreciation.- try
people might see him sanding there and think he just came
money.
out.

DEAR ABBY. Our 19-year-old daughter, Caroline, has
started going with a guy named Angelo. He never takes her
teleany place He just comes over every night to watch
vision and wear out our sofa.
When Angelo comes over, the wife and I have to go sit in
the kitchen so he and Carolioe can have their privacy in the
living room I suppose we could go in our bedroom, but who
Wants to go to bed at 7 o'clock?
So, every night lately the wife and I sit in the kitchen like
dinky
a couple of cockroaches trying to watch television on a
little portable
The wife is so-happy that Caroline finally has a boy
friend she doesn't say a word I am getting tired of this
KITCHEN SM'ER
setup What should I do'
DEAR SITTER: Send me a picture of Caroline and I'll
tell you what to do.
A
DEAR ABBY, In response 'to the letter from "ERNIt'S
GIRL7—the one whose fiance wanted her to wear's chastity
belt. I sympathize deeply with her- because I am IS years
and my parent. make Me wear one I feel like I live in
••v • le
station because I have to ask for., the key every time
tit to go to tbe bathroom. And you should me thawstarel
1
gym class!
..1 let from -the girls in the locker room in
.
-e-.
Abby. I havA tried my best to beha* in a way that
'they
, .1.-:„- would -show my parents that they can 'trust' me. but
41fair
is
it
think
don't
I
anyway.
thing.
1:: - asake'oi* wear -this
punished .for.somethifig I haven't even done. What should
Lr. -be
•
L. N.
.
'7
_el do?
.
4:'
home,
leave
can
DEAR L. N.: When you are of age you
locksmith. I
la
mon
ArE
V
I
dottl--trpst
meatitinte
Is the
preparation for leas,. mesa'. And to earn a litele.mone, in
ot-mmve—fireorsroe w'riting. YOU'S* ---r-frond
-'4191--Inintr.---ter-Iren
• ,
.4"
-4. ooAL_mi, fine'.

_

tica

DEAR ABBY: I would like to comment about the
middle-aged widower who had arranged ter a "cute young
doll" to come to his hotel room for some "pleasure—
D"
C
The doll turned out to be the daughter of a friend of his
lie said she held a secretarial job and he had always thought
she was a lovely young lady He said as soon as he opened
the door and recognized her, he called it off by saying there
had been some "mistake"
Now he wonders how she can face him when he goes to
visit her parents?
I would like to ask him how he can face her? What
makes him think that he is blameless? Wasn't it a two-sided
proposition' What's good for the goose is good for the
GANDER AND GOOSE
gander
DEAR 6 AND 6- The youeg doll was obviously new hi
the oldest profession. It's hard to say which one has more
cause to be humiliated—the buyer or the seller I suspect if
this gander and goose never see each other again it will be
ducky for both of them

(cifstlITIKsiTIAL TO "tib% i'sGINCi-IN THE TOWERS":-...
Your ,ur oe..ted 11th roMmandmeall.."Thou %halt not get
caught." is very rattily, but if yew obey the first to, xos
ei,tiien't need an nth

DEAR ABBY- nty.husband and I recently moved into a
nice three-story building in an apartment complex Our
problem has to do with the couple living directly beneath us
Everything they do is on a fortissimo level. We would
not complain about ordinary noises, as both my husband and
I teach and are gone during the daytime, but the evening
noise is of a very intimate nature and it gets to be very
annoying.
I imagine they are newlyweds because we have been
disturbed by the sounds of their lovemaking at all hours of
the night and early morning. Weekends are unpredictable It
is impossible for us to have guests over since these sounds
----can be easily heard in our living
The apartments are well built, believe me. These people
are LOUD' We have never heard any other neighbors.
Moving is out of the question since-we--have signed7s
lease, and besides, my husband's library of about COW
volunifiTolik considerable time and money-to-set up here:— Is there a trtful way to deal with these people'
"THE PEOPLE UPSTAIRS"

DEAR ABBY There's a man who works where I work
We kid arour.d a lot, but he's not a boyfriend or anything like
that
Well, about four months ago I told him he would be real
swell looking if he would lose about 30 pounds. Then he said
he'd make a deal with me He would lose 30 pounds if I would
give him an • incentive"—like spending the night with him.
I foolishly said it was a deal—never dreaming he'd lose
the 30 pounds
Well, Abby. he has lost 22 pounds. and I know he'll lose
the other 8 in no time at all I never thought I would ever
BIGMOUTH
have to pay off Now what do I do"
DEAR BIGNIOUTil Spend the night with him, and use
the time playing reeMds, reading poetry, or just explaining
what you meant by "spending the night" with him. If be
complains let him haul you into small claims court.
DeAR ABBY Is it possible for a man to be an love with
JAKE
two women. at the same time?
DEAR JAKE: Yes. And slum hamirdeas...

DEAR ABBY: You are my _last hope. I can't consult
anyone else about my problem because it is-so embglirassing.
I have been married for three years to a wonderful
woman, but she is now threatening to divorce me for what I
Ifil abou‘to-relate to you I swear that this will be the weirdest letter-yoU have ever received.
Eveg.,..since I was a baby,.. I liked to chew on rubber
things. Toy boars, rubber ducks. etc It seemed to calm my
nerves. All through school I chewed on pencil erasers" to
--•
relieve ten.51011.And it always worked.
I am now 35 years old, and I always carry an art,gum
eriserIvith me in Case things get tense. After chewing on it
for five rrynutes, I am relaxed And calm again.
Well, the other-night my wife and I were at my boss'
home for a dinner party. !lett myself getting a little tense so
• I reached,for my rubber eraser and discovered that for the
first time in my life I, had forgotten it' I became panicky, so
I went into the bathroom in search of a rubber object fa
CONFIDENTIAL TO "CRY BABY". Any woman who
- chew on. Fortunately; 1 found I rubber duck belonging to
in
ta• get her way by ilieddlog a few tears has • fortune
their haby. Not wanting to reniainiin the bathroom. I took it
Wad_ assets. Jast nowt errata it, Baby,
'.to the hall closet and started chewing on it frantically
Sunly the door opened and,I saw my boss standing
• there' He demanded that
to
retutn the rubber duck I
you
to
Write
to
me
asked
brother
My.
DEAR ABBY:
refused. Harsh words followed: Naturally, I last in!: job, and
see if you can help-him, get any,closer to marriage with his
now my wife wants to divorce- me:
girl friend dr 10 years-,I'll caliber "Zelda." , Don't tell'me to see a psychiatrist I can't afford it I am
of
quiet
the
likes
brother
my
and
eity
big
Zelda loves the
depending on you. Ahliy If you don't •fielp me I will commit
the C.Ountryside. Zelda doesn't come alive until 10 p• / and
suicide. Help!
•
RUBBER CHEWER
at that hour my brother IS readyor bed
other
each
see
they
apart,
miles
300
DEAR CHEWER:. Yours may not be the "weirdest"
,Even thd
letter Ilve ever -received-Mit it could be one of the phoniest.
on Weekends and holidays !My brother flies his own plane.) •
Zelda is jealous of anyone who looks at him twice, but
Realizing how costly psychiatric treatment is. I am sending
she doesn't care for sex herself IShe was in a concentration
yoo a check for 1110.0110. Its rubber! Chew oh TH AT for a
while',
camp when she was young I My brother would like a family,
but since he is 40 and 7,elda is-43 and they aren't marled
• DEAR ABBY. We wouldn't expect you to betray a
yet, that lookx-doubUul What-do you think, Abby'
HIS SISTER
'confidence, -but did that—lettor, from THE PEOPLE
UPSTAlitS come from New Bedford, Massachusetts'
DEAltSiSTER: I think if your brother wants misstate,
• "CURIOUS" IN NEW BEDFORD
the
of
ipsiet
he shout( look for compose who likes the
c•mitryside, sex, and won't take II giant to make iip - bar
DEAR CVEIDDL..,No. •Mtber from NEW REDford
am OW REDferd„
mind.-A 441-e•-ar-old inner whoflies Jet MN IOW Shoilli Mai
trouble landing a GIRL.

coprei6tt4Tim.. TO Gown: b00%

marry for money.

Yeses. barrow-ft mach cheaper.
IONVIDENTIAL TO M. J:: Your boy friend sounds like
the kW oigsy who sews his wild oats 6 Welts a week-Men
61•11117 Illerniag sod prays kw a "crop
VIM to eborek
fame." LOS,

DEAR PEOPLE: The direct approach is the best one.
Either ask your husband to have a man-to-man talk with the
man downstairs. Or YOU have a woman-to-woman talk with
the lady.

"sEcoND TIME AROUN'DER%;- coNF1DENTIAt.
Marriage is like the army Everybody complain. about it,.
.•-- _
hot you'd be emoted at the member who reenlist: _

DEAR ABBY The following letter appeared in your
column recently •
"Dear Abby, Is it possible for a= man to be in love with
two women at the same time'
-4* (signed] JAKE"
You replied "Dear Jake, Yes and It's also hazardous "
Wel!, tell Jake that it's possible for one of the women to
love him enough to remove the hazard by walking out of his
life. L did.
_
MOUNT ic4p4pt, 14D._
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Key Word For TVA
In 1970 Was Coal
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The state Public Service
Commission has granted South
Central Bell Telephone Co.
permission to provide telephone
service to subscribers at Fort
Knox.
The service will begin when the
U.S. Army discontinues its
telephone system.
The commission rejected an
application from the Brandenburg Telephone Co. to supply
the service. General Telephone
Co. also made application to
provide the service, but later
withdrew its application.

New Lease
Signed At
Speedway

Special Elections
To Be January 15

area for the pit activities," said
Viviano.
The new lease agreement,
which will replace a prior contract that wouldn't have expired
Governor Nunn has set
until 1981, wilt permit the
15, as the date for
January
enlargement of the seating
special elections to fill vacanies
capacity from approximately
in two Kentucky legislative
7,200 to 10,500.
districts.

watts.
By CARL A. VINES
KNOXVILLE (UPI) — Cal In July construction began on
WRS the key word in 1970- for Raccoon Mountain pump - storIn an effort to reduce the noise
the Tennessee Valley Authortly. age project near Chattanooga.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.—Douglas
In less than two years, ffie It will provide 1.5 million kilothe Ken- level at the track, Viviano
of
president
Blair,
L.
price of coal had more than watts of peaking power in 1974tucky State Fair Boa.* and proposed that a stipulation be
in the, new lease
doubled, and delivery of coal 75.
Peter J. Viviano, president of the included
ra
jitaiff
far behind power gener- In August— contracts were
Fairgrounds Motor Speedway agreement which would reduce
the size engines in the racing
needs that reserve stock- awarded for reactors for two fuCompany, announced recently
vehicles and that the exhaust
dwindled to crisis levels. ture nuclear plants at 2.5 milbeen
that a new 10-year lease had
A record cold spell last Jan- lion kilowatts each, one to go
which will permit the systems of the vehicles meet the
sijmed
uary contributed to a reversal at Watts Bar. These are schedpresent speedway site to be specifications of the speedway
officials.
of the normal pattern of elec- uled for operation in the late
expanded by approximately 1.5
interchange in the TVA 1970s.
acres.
Viviano also said that as part of
In non-power activities, TVA
mai—instead of selling more
the Motor the improvement and expansion,
'
"This will pe4t
Dam
Ford
Tims
filling
electricity than it bought from began
modernize and an amistical wall will be placed
0u can stop worrying about Speedway to
other systems, TVA bought Dec. 1, and completed small
to one-third mile around
track
the
update
the
speedway's
flood relief projects at Oliver the future of the "Lassie" in length. It will allow us to acmore than it sold.
perimeter.
tekbeen
CBS
has
that
series
Va.
Etuffield,
at
and
of
Springs
Fistial 1970 gives a view
commodate the racing of late The
Motor
Fairgrounds
Many of the non-power activi- casting for 17 years. The jack
the situation. During the year
model vehicles in the better Speedway Company will be
which
"'I:4n8"
firm,
Wrather
delayed,
were
agency
the
of
ties
TVA delivered 5.5 billion kiloAhe collie, _ has a new three- cbmses and also is expected to responsible for the estimated
watt-hours, mainly from power slowed or halted because of
ear agreement with the show's entice better drivers. The new $200,000 cost of the imapproprisystems in the southwest from cuts in congressional
gtime sponsor that extends track will have larger and better povements. Construction has
Kansas to Texas and eastward ations or because funds appro.— tO Se,pteinher-,y94
engineered turns, plus a bigger started on the expansion of the
frozen.
were
priated
into Mississippi.
TVA stockpiles dropped from
what the agency considers normal, 67 million tons in reserve,
to 1.75 million tons in late August. This critically low reserve
of 10 days supply at full burn
was built up slowly to about 4
million tons by the last of December, still less than one-fifteenth of what the agency
normally tries to maintain.
Thanks to a mild fall and increased buying of coal, TVA reYour Happy Shopping Store
serves were built up to a 27But
at
burn.
full
day supply
winter, The peak power season
for the system, was just beglpning•
The crisis in coal was a complex one, affecting the entire
nation and setting off congressional concern amid charges of
a developing power monopoly in
the hands of major oil eompan- New federal Mine safety regulations contributed to the situation somewhat. And the shortage of rail cars to haul coal
was another factor.
TVA officials reported they
had sufficient contracts for coal
awarded to producers, but not
only *ere the producers raising
the price of coal, they were riot
delivering on the contracts.
There is no doubt that the
coal crisis will remain a factor.
72 x 108" FLAT MUSLIN
in power production through
most of 1971, and the uncomfortable reserve margin will be
a factor in TVA operations
throughout the winter.
A really cold January an
February could produce cuts in
power output and affect industrial operations throughout the
Tennessee Valley.
pushed
TVA, meanwhile,
some programs to try to relleve the situation. In September installation was begun on
gas turbine units at the Allen
steam plant at Memphis, to become operational by spring to
help with peak needs. These
units will have a capacity of
350,000 kilowatts.
Last month TVA let contracts
for an additional 600,000 kilowatts of gas turbine units but
no sites have been picked,. for
them.
TVA put a new unit lido
4100
commercial use at Paradise
last
Kentucky
in
plant
steam
-.February, the largest generat....big unit in the TVA system supplying more than 1 million kilo-

.........wwwwwwimirp„.„„04..........1
rWhat's password? '

'The 35th state Senatorial
District, which takes in most of
east Louisville, was made vacant
of
resignation
the
by
Congressman-elect Romano L.
Mazzoli.
The 82nd House District, including Wayne, Clinton and
McCreary Counties, is vacant
due to the death of Rep. Archie
Brown, Stearns.
The governor said he wants to
fill the two vacanies so the
districts will be represented at a
forthcoming special session of
the legislature.

facilities and is expected to be
completed in 1971 prior to the
start of the racing season.

3

GI's use IBM code
to make free phone calls
FRANKFURT, GERMANY (UPI): Thousands of
American soldiers have made free phone calls to the
United States during the Christmas period by using
a secret code word adopted by an American business
firm, the unofficial army newspaper Stars and
Stripes reported today.
The newspaper said some of the GIs who used the
leaked code word to call home talked for more than
an hour and the total bill may run into hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
The big question now is who will foot the bill7
Officials in Europe of International Business Machines Corp. (IBM) said the code word was intended
only for use by IBM employes serving with the U. S.
forces on military leave from their IBM jobs. As in
past years, the company gave these men the facility
to make one five-minute phone call home at IBM
expense any time between Dec. 7 and Jan. 3.
But somehow the code word which IBM arranged
with the German postoffice authorides leaked to
:77 soldiers in Hanau, a Frankfurt suburb. Within a few
days the word spread to garrison towns all over
southern Germany and also West Berlin.
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South Central Bell
To Service Ft. Knox
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"STATE PRIDE"

-

10070c tton white
sheets and cases
t!tqn

$ 1.37..

cOLoitruLT
1 1M

All -Ladies

All Ladies

SPORTSWEAR

All Ladies

DRESSES

Slacks, Tops, Blouses.
Sweaters, Skirts
I/3

COATS
2Off
1
—/

Off

Large Group of
Ladies

Group of
Ladies

SHOES

BILLFOLD

1/4 00
SPORT COATS
4
1/

Off

2trice
1
/
Men's

Urge Group of
Men's

SUITS

SHIRTS

Reg. 160.00
SPECIAL! VON

SPECIAL!! 11.50
Values to $2.00
$3.00
5.00

Girls

Children's

DRESSES &
SWEATERS
2 Price
/
.1

COATS
• 1,
72 Price

Boys

Boys

Bays

SUITS and
SPORT COATS
2--Price
1
/

SWEATERS

Men's Casual

PANTS
4
1/

Off

1/2

JACKETS

Pric

Girls
at my boss'
ittle tense so
that for the
panicky, so
rer object fa
belonging to
orh I took it
fically
,oss standing
her duck I
rrij, )oh, and

SPORTSWEAR

1/2 Price
Simplicity
#9142

!ford it I am
Commit
I CHEWER
• "eeirdest"
the phoniest.
I am sending
THAT for a

TEXTURED POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
acb'e
Q-

to betray a
E PEOPLE
etts'
BEDFORD

Great excitement in colors, much surface
interest—and best of all a greet look that
keeps up with the busy life you toad. Machine
wash and dry, wear again—no stops for
ironing! 58-60" wide

0

BEDforil

COMFORTABLE...OVRAIIILE BECAUSE IT'S COTTON,

FRESH

orroru

•

wed in your
in love with
td) JAXE"
hazardous "
the women to
ing out of his
INER, MD

lc sale!

ELVIS GOES FUR OUT
ving as bt man at the
wedding of -lbert (Son
ny) West Sr.. his chief security officor. in Memphis.
Tenn Elvis Presley wears
a mod black fur suila gold
mesialhoti-ows4saiit7.round
his neck. (airrioWer goggle-ttso glasses

LUXURY MUSLIN

Set

72 x 108" flat
-win fined'

81 t_lor no
42

•

bid size fitted
i*IIQVCUSL

SALE
1.37
1.37
1.67
'1.67

2for

.87

. 180-COUNT PERCALE
72 x.108" Get
twirk fitted,
81 x 108" flat
full bed size fitted
42 x 38" piliowc..tHies,

SALE
1.77
1.77
2.07
s 07
2 fill L67
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Odia McMire_
-Dies Today

(Continued from Page

ir

Today's Stock
Market

Board Hears...

Quotes
From TKO

(Continued from Page 1)
YORK ( UPI)—The
NEW
nation;
the
in
order
be
will
There
dining room without
Funeral services for Mrs.
opened slightly
Clubhouse
market
stock
a community and civic leader. If there is order in the nation,
Birdie Karnes, age 87, were_ held
charge
higher in moderately active
Odia McClure of Hazel Route For more than 50 years he served
There will be peace in the world." Departments were reminded to
today at one p.m. at the chapel of
The Paducah' and Mayfield trading.
Two passed away this morning at as a Steward of the Murray
the Linn Funeral Home, Benton,
opening,
their -Care" contributions iu r ley tobacco markets will
the
have
after
-Shortly
Pat.()
U.
(Reg.
7:15 at the Murray-Calloway United Methodist Church, and
Four holidays have been set
turned in to the treasurer by ,Jose Jan. 11, it was announced advances were leading declines
ited Press Internalises'. with Rev. Calvin Wilkins ofnaN
County Hospital. He was 88 years served as Chairman of the Board
for Monday regardless of what February 1. The need for ad- Monday by, -the- Paducah-May- by a narrow mar&i,
GTON —Gen. lAnins
of age.
.
for many years. He was Chair- day they fall on. George ditional financing for clubhouse field Burley Tobacco Board of Dow Jones industrial average
VI.Walt, No. 2 man in the was born man of the Board in the present
The deceased
Birthday,
Washington's
was also discussed, Trade.
was up a fraction.
Marine Corps, asserting the Burial was in the Briensburg
December -t, 1882, in Calloway conference year He • wis a Memorial Day,Columbus) a new maintenance
with the pessibtiits of having a 'The board jet sales for WedPhelps Dodge opened un- US. VietnanUzation program is Cemetery.
County and was the son of the latt member of the Murray Board of
Federal holiday ) and Veterans
club white elephant sale nesday through Friday with a changed at 39, but American succeeding:
Eli McClure and Mary Jane Education for 30 years and for 20 Day will all be.on Monday from general
to raise needed final clean-up sale to he held Telephone gave up Yit to 48%. "I don't see how Vietnamiza- Mrs. Karnes, formerly of
spring
the
in
Allbritten McClure. He and his years served as Chairman of the
Marshall County, died Sunday at
on. This year four other funds. The board decided to ask Jan. 11 in both Paducah and /fiternational Telephone picked
now
n can come along any faster
wife, the former Gertie Wisehart, Board.
Madison Heights, Mich. She was
holidays will fall on a weekend each member to donate $5.00 to Mayfield.
no
to
There's
Vs
up
now.
is
it
an
married
were
survives,
who
In 1939 he was elected president also, but this is merely cointhe sale in "white elephants,"
Gulf & Western was a weaker question about it. In another a member of the Briensburg
The four burley warehouse
February 17, 1909, and would of the Murray Chamber of
since they remain un- clothing, or baked goods.
cidence
the
up
make
conglomerate, losing LS to 19i4. year or year and a half when Baptist Church.
operators who
have celebrated their 62nd Commerce. Since that time he
changed.
"A donation of $5.00 would be board suggested local growers Lockheed held unchanged at 9% we pull out they can handle it."
etldiUg'duiiTS4Vys, next has served as president eight
Survivors are two daughters,
accepted from any club member get their tobacco to the market in the aircrafts, and Penn
month. He was a retired farmer. different terms, having served as
Denzel Martin of Madison
Mrs.
to Central was steady at 6 in the
are:
order
they
Here
in
possible
the
in
as
participate
soon
to
wishing
as
ital
clut
LOS ANGELES —Hippie
• Survivors are his wife; three president for his last term in 1965.
and Mrs. Sam Clayton of
Heights
Birthday, sale," a spokesmae said."The clear' their crops before the • rail group. Southern Pacific
— Washington's
leader Chares. Manson, urging
daughters, Mrs. Ewen MyrUs) He continued as a member of the
Royal Oak, Mich.; one son,
Feb. 22) third Monday departmental finance chairmen closing date.
(actually
36%.
at
for
unchanged
pleading
held
stop
Route
to
Murray
lawyer
his
'Stubblefield of
Board until his death. He was in February.on Feb. 15.
Detroit, Mich.;
are to contact members of the
Among the steels, U.S. Steel his acquittal in the Tate Henry Karnes of
Five., Mrs.0. D.(Fay)Warren of president of the Chamber of
Jessee BirdMrs.
sisters,
three
last
Monday
Day,
—Memorial
to
departments
individual
2, while Republic murder trial:
/
eased 8 to 321
_
1009 Payne Street, Murray, an Commerce when Tappan Stove
song of Murray Route Three,
in May but formerly May 30, on ascertain how each member
28%.
at
down!
unchanged
held
sit
New
of
you
Smith
don't
(Nell)
"Why
Millie
Mrs.
Company was brought to May 31, 1971.
Turner of Murray,
wishes to take part in the fundIn the oils, Kerr-McGee You are just making things Mrs. Mamie
Concord) two sons, Aylon Mc- Murray. He was an active
Chumhler of
Lois
Day,
left
—Independence
Mrs.
and
aided.raising," she
gained 1% to 1064, with worse!"
Clure of Hazel Route Two and member of the Murray Rotary
Route Seven.,, five
untouched on July 4, a Sunday
a
Benton
reported
Knight
Sam
Mrs.
to
2
1
/
ahead
Richfield
Buchanan,
Atlantic
of
McClure
Mason
Club with a perfect attendance this year.
grandchildren; nine great
total profit of $568 from the club
Federal State Market News 64. Occidental was unchanged
WASHINGTON — President
Tenn.
record for 36 years.
first
Day,
always
the,
—Labor
Moran
Tom
for
Kentucky
movie
Service January 5, 1971
2, while Texaco added 1,4 Nixon, emphasizing the necessi- grandchildren.
1
at 18/
Other survivors are three
Active in politics, he served at Monday in September, Sept., sponsored
held in December.
Purchase Area Hog Market to 35. Jersey Standard lost It to ty of his revenue sharing plan
brotheic, Sanford (Sam) Mc- various times as chairman of the
this year.
Mrs. Richardson announced Report Includes 10 buying 721
2.
/
with the states:
Clure, 209 Irvan, Murray, Fred Democratic Party of Calloway
.„,--"second that the Mid-Winter Board
—Columbus Day
stations Receipts: Act. 1941 Est. Department store issues lost "If we do not have v, we are
McClure, 300 WoodLawn, Murray, County. He was an ardent sup11
in
this
Monday
OctobwrOet.
in
held
meeting is to be
800 Barrows and Gilts 25c lower fractions. J. C. Penney dipped going to have states, Mties and the economy,,.,
and Dane McClure of Murray porter of the Boy Scouts and
year.
,
of
January
Kentucky,
Covington,
2 to 543,4, Sears Roebuck
1
/
grandchildren;
Sows steady
counties going bankrupt over "1971 is going to be a year
Route Five; nine
other community activities. He
—Veteran's
Day, fourth 25-27. The first meeting will be
"
15'4.
these next two or three years an expanding economy in which
four great grandchildren.
was a member of the Century Monday in October, October 25
is
held Monday night, January 25, US 1-3 200-240 lbs. $15.00-15.50:
Funeral services will be held
and we are going to have inflation, the rise in inflation,
ub of Murray State University. this year.
down;
go
group
to
PATIENT
continue
to
Murray
$14.0044.50;
going
HOSPITAL
the
and
lbs.
190-240
the
at
those
2-4
p.m.
in
US
problems
two
at
massive
Wednesday
loved youth and was an active
in which idemployment, which
chapel of the Blalock-Colemar supporter of the Murray Baseball —Christmas, Dec. 25* on a for Covington that day. Any U$ 2-4 240-260 lbs. $13.50-14.00; Norman Klapp is a patient in areas."
year.
this
Saturday
Murraythe
is
of
is presently too high, will
go
207
to
Room
member -who wishes
SOWS
Funeral Home with Rev. Coy Association.
—New Year's Day, of course, requested to contact Mrs. US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $10.7541.25; Calloway -County Hospital. He
come under control and
finally
President
—
officiating.
Garrett
WASHINGTON
Survivors are two, daughters, was on a Friday this year and the
Richardson as soon as possible. US 1-3
lbs. $10.00-10.75; was admitted to the hospital on Nixon, predicting an upturn in begin to recede."
Nephews will serve as Mrs. John (Dorothy) Overbey of
first day of 1972 will be on a
The First District Workshop US 2-3
lbs. $9.00-10.00. New Year's Day.
pallbearers. Interment will be in Radford, YaC, and Mrs. Heron
will be held at the Murray
the Macedonia Cemetery with the (Rebecca) West of 1301 Olive Saturday.
Woman's Club on February 5.
arrangements by the Blalock- Street, ' Murray; one son,
The Delta Department will serve
Coleman Funeral Home where Charles L. Robertson of 506 South
as chairman of the hostesses. A
friends may call after six p.m. 16th „Street, Murray; seven
highlight of the workshop will be
today 'Tuesday I.
grandchildren; eight great
a sharing of the major projects of
from
AC,ontinued
Page
1)
grandchildren.
all the clubs in the district, it was
Funeral services will be held at Calloway County Hospital.
reported.
the First United Methodist Hays was injured in a 4 car.
A final item of business was a
Church with Dr. Samuel R. accident Monday at 1:44 p.m. on
discussion of possible ways the
date
The
Dodson, Jr., officiating.
Maple Street. He .was driving a young people of the community
and time has .not been deter- Plymouth four door with damage
ml: t he' recognized "for the
mined as
reported to the frtt end
in
activities
fine
many
Murray
the
di
Interment will be
The funeral for Royce (Buster)
Other cars involved were a 1964 which they engage". A comwith • the
Cemetery
Jones of Hazel was held today at City
Ford four door Awned by Otis mittee composed of Mrs. James
2.30 p.m. at the chapel of the arrangements by the J.. H. Ferguson of, New Concord, a 1968
Weatherly, Mrs. Castle, Parker,
w
Home
Miller Funeral Home with Bro. Churchill Fifneral
folw doer sedan owned by and Mrs. Sam Knight was apord
F
.
hrt
Jim Baker and Bro. Bill Johnson friends may call after stk p
Edna S,Mclieynolds of 600 South pointed to study the question and
today (Tuesday).
officiating.
. Murray, and a 1964 to report to the Executive Board.
Ilth Streit,
Pallbearers were Wayne
four dear owned by Lilburn
Attending Monday's session
Ferguson, Noble Simmons, Al
Bethel
Paschall of Hazel Route One.
Mesdames
were
Scull, Noble Brandon. Joe Donald
Police saiti-Hays, going east on Richardson, Matt Sparkman, 0.
Raspberry, and Greely Burnett.
Maple, hit the Ferguson car that B. Boone, Jr., John Greogiy,
Burial was in the Hazel Cemetery
was parked. 'he Hays car then Thomas
Purdom
Brown,
the
by
1)
Page
from
arrangements
the
(Continued
with
rolled back into the front of the Outland, Maurice Christopher,
Miller Funeral Home.
McReynolds car, and then Hays Ken Adams, Ewing Mlbritten,
Jones, age 72, died Sunday at ears, and this is the'third time pulled up into the side of the
John Livesay, Albert Crider, Sam
has been selected as vice
eleven a.m at the MayPaschall car, according to the Knight, Bailey Gore. Castle
wella
is
Lowry
Dr.
hairman.
He
Hospitar
Galloway County
police report. The Ferguson, Parkir, James Weatherly,
own surgeon in this area and is McReynolds, and Paschall cars
was the son of the late Artie and
George Hart, Ted Bradshaw,
lated with the HoustonEppie Hall Jones.
were all legally parked and the Allen Russell, Jack Bailey, and
Survivors are his wife. Mrs. cDevitt Clinic. He has a deep
accident was witnessed by a city John Irvan.
Madeline Ferguson Jones of interest in the community and is
police officer, according to the
The next meeting of the
Hazel; four daughters, Mrs. Ruth 'very active in civic and church
report.
Executive Board will be Monday,
Alexander and Mrs. Billie June activities.
Hays was charged with being February 1.
Paschall, both of Puryear, Tenn., The newly elected members
the inflUence of alcohol or
under
of
Mrs. Peggy Davis of Huachuca, bring a wide background
drugs.
Arizana, and Mrs. Bobbie Yearly service and experience to the
The Murra34. .Police Departof Paragould, Art, four sons, Board. Richardson has served on
ment investitated another
has
and
years
eight
of
for
Pat
of
the Board
Charles and Dan Hazel
collision at the intersectiontof
Wichfaheillidln.sas, and L. C. of served as Board Chairman for
North Ithh. and Olive Streets on
Myrtle Beach, S. C.; nineteen two years. He is a certified public
-... (Continued from Page I)
Monday at 3:54 p.m. -4
accountant.and founded the firm
grandchildren.
Cars involved were a 1967
of
Trevathan
of Richardson and
Oldsmobile 98 owned by James 'nearby Sun Prlarie, was taken'
Murray. Henry has served on the
R. Burkeen and driven by Dora to a hospital by snowmobile to
Board for four years and is
Dean Burkeen of Dexter Route give birth after five %Mice
four-year
second
his
beginning
plows
three
and a 1969 Buick Skylark vehicles and
One,
active
term. Henry has been very
bedame snitk trying to reach
and
Gowans
David
owned
by
in all phases of school board
driven by Jean Ellen Gowans'of her borne.
PARIS (UPI) — The Henry activities, and has served as
Cold Air Fills Void
1702 Olive Street, Murray. No
two
indicted
Jury
Region
grand
First
County
chairman of the
the storm—mused eastAs
reported.
were
,injuries
mur1969
men Monday for the
School Boards Association.
Police said the Gowan car was ward, cold air sweEl down from
der of a postal employe.
New member Will Ed Stokes is
going•west on`Otive and was in Canada to fill' the void. The
Indicted were Robert I-Pr a native of Murray and Calloway
the process of making left turn National Weather Service isAdams,'24, Pontiac, Mich., and County. He married the former
onto North 18th Street. The sued cold. wave warnings for
of
18,
George Franklin Baker,
Jane Cohoon, and they have two
driver of the Gowans car said she Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana
Bruceton.
children, Barry and Terri, who
stopped at the stop sign, but and said temperatures were
slain
was
Hooten
High
Murray
R.
Will
are attending
failed to see the Bin Ikeeii car expected—to drop as low as 15
April 18, 1969 at his home here. School. Stokes is quite active in
going south on North 18th Street. below zero.
Autkorities speculated that rob- the business community and is
By 2 a.m. EST, Denver
The cars collided and then the
bery Was the motive but about affiliated with the Stokes Tractor
Burkeen car crossed on Lincoln reported 6 below, Minneapolisduring
overlooked
$1,162 was
and InIplernent Company.
Mientie, the police report said. St. Paul, Minn., had 4 below
thecrime
Damage to the Burkeen ear and Chicago had a reading of 10
was on the right front, left rear, above.
Hard freeze warnings were in
- and underneath, and to the
JUMBO JET MISHAP
*
PRICES
as far south as Southern
effect
CAR
right
rear.
HIKE
the
on
car
Gowans
UPI 1—A Pan
SUVA, Fiji
"
Texas. At,Cotulla, Tex., where
PARIS ( UPI)—The French%
American Airways jumbo jet
Monday
The termierature rose to 96
without government announced
Honolulu
to
flew
automobiles Would
of
Sunday, it was only 36 Monday
price
the
landpassengers Monday after
morning, a drop of 60 degrees
in ease 4 per ,cent Jan. 11. Car
ing in Fiji with one. engine on
in 18 hours.-alters said the rise was
made
mechanics
Airline
fire.
Heavy rain and dense 'fog
necessary because profit marstopgap repairs after the
due to
shrunk
the Atlantic Coast froth
gripped
had
gins
landing Sunday and the passen- increases in the cost of
FRANKFORT, KY. (UP!)— Virginia to Maine late Mondak
other
to
transferred
were.
gers
material
Gov. Louie B. Nunn was to fly to ntght and early this morning.
flights.
Washington today to discuss a All three New - York-area
proposed federal revenue- letports were closed, as Were
sharing plan with President airports in Washington and
Baltimore.
Nixon.
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Countians Need 20V Rise In
Income To Offset Inflation
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(Special to the Ledger & Times increase their earning power by a
What doe* it take in Calloway fifth or more are in balance. The
Governor Nunn has released
County, in the way of income, to others are going through a di!the artist's drawings of , a fivethese
in
even
times
stay
of ficult period
concrete
story
reinforced
steadily rising living costs? How
Academic-Administration
much more does a faraily need Although inflation has boosted
Building which will serve as the
today, compared with four years the cost of housing, tranof the planned Northern
hub
and
other
sportation, clothing
ago'
Kentupky State College campus.
it
in
by
varying
degrees,
necessities
compiled
data
to
According
FOR RENT
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
NOTICE
The initial construction project
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, has affected services the most.
be advertised for bids in
will
the National Industrial ConNEW YEAR's BARGAINS- COMMERCIAL BUILDING for
and the contract
January
services
all
of
prices
The
ference Board and others, the
ROBERTS REALTY has several lease. All or part. Suitable for
care to awarded in March. Construction
and services have from medical and dental
goods
of
prices
houses which fit this description. small factory or warehouse. 8,000 A manpower study being
rides-have is set to begin immediately after
climbed by more than 21 percent shoe repairs and bus
It is a buyers market and we have square feet. Located in Aurora, conducted by the state Departthe award of the contract.
zoomed.
since 1966. Tax increases have
some real good buys to start this Kentucky. Phone 474-2241.
Initial cost of new comma
J5C ment of Economic Security for also added to the squeeze on the
year. For example read on.
The extent to which the upward construction at Northern 13
the U. S. Labor Department is
4-One Bedroom lineaments
.
pocketbook.
family
spiral has been felt in Calloway estimated at more than $6.8
DUPLEX located adjoining LARGE FURNISHED efficiency expected to provide Kentucky's
The breakdown shows that the
1-Four Bedroom House,
elementary school. This one has apartment, ideal for couple. 1606 educators with accurate labor
County is indicated by the in- million, including building
price index rose 3.2 per
consumer
creased local outlays for food, construction, acquisition of land,
three bedrooms, living room, West Main Street.
market data for the next 10 years.
_
3-New Mobile Homes._
4.9 percent
another
1967,
in
cent
drugs, apparel, general mer- site development and the purden, kitchen with dining
Projections for the next five
,in 1968 and 6.5 percent in 1969.
facilities, range, • carpeting
•
- (2 ere 12-ft wide, one 10-ft wide)
years should be received by mid- This year's jump, according to chandise and house furnishings in chase of educational equipment.4'
the past year.
throughout, all on one side. The 12 x 52 TWO bedroom trailer, Ube January, while those for 1975
Everything Is Air-Conditioned and Electrically
other side has two bedrooms, new. See Brandon Dill, Marra through 1980 will be available by prelnmary figures, is about 74
Retail expenditures in the local EXCHANGE
percent.
room, kitchen with built in Drive In Theatre entrance after early 1972.
NOTES
Heated. living
area were at the rate of $5,922
the
average
result,
a
As
utility
has
It
bath.
and
range,
phone
No
is
The
the
weekends.
as
described
survey
on
p.m.
MOSCOW ( UPI)-The Soviet
4:00
2 Acres of Land (app.)
/
11
compares
rooms,double garage, patios and calls please.
IOC first concentrated attIcly of household in Calloway County per household. This
Union and Britain exchanged
which is what the
many more extras. This place is
statewide occupational needs and vicinity is getting only about with $5,090,
diplomatic notes Monday to set
Present Rental Income s615.00-per Month
cost
have
would
purchases
same
four-fifths of the mileage out of
priced to sell at less than $30,000. EFFICIENCY
up a joint commission on
APARTMENT, ever undertaken:
Will SaCrifice for $21,500.00 REDUCED in price is this three furnished, private bath and Most of the peoject's coat is the dollar that it got four years four years before.
scientific cooperation and trade
What to do about inflation has relations, according to
Would Finance $h,5,000 at _6%
brick. It has extra large entrance, Couple or single per- borne by the Labor Department, ago.
diplomaA calculation based upon the the country in a quandary. tic sources. They said the
family room, living room, two son, Two blocks from university. which will use the data furnished
people
are
it
by
hurt
Especially
baths, built in range, utility, Available Feb. 1, 1971, Call 753- by the state to compute the five overall figures shows that a
official announcement would be
family that had an income of on pensions or other fixed income made soon in a joint cot-Tuna:
double carport, outside storage, 2672.
and 10 year projections.
$5,000 a year at that time would and the unemployed.
central heat and excelle
aique.
need over $6,050 now to purchase
location. Less than $25,000.
FURNISHED APARTMENT for
the same amount of goods and
OWNER LEAVING TOWN IS boys or girls. See at 300
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle
COMMERCIAL RELATIONS
services.
THE ONLY REASON FOR Woodlawn.
HELP WANTED
FOR SALE
OMME MOD
ROOM
CARACAS,
Venezuela
(UPI)
. ACROSS--4 Surfeit
The family that was in the
SELLING THIS SPACIOUS
MOM GOMM OMM
-Venezuela and Communist $7,000 bracket would need $8,500,
Simiselle ruff
HOUSE LOCATED NEAR
1 Opening
1966 VOLKSWAGEN body. Phone
Priihres
M.S.U. It has three rental rooms ONE-BEDROOM furnished Bulgaria established commer- the one that had $8,500 would 4
OM MOW 0000
TRUCK DRIVERS
Massive
cial
relations
the
Monday,
Phone
J7C
apartment.
753-5079.
492-8626.
0M313 =BD WO
J5NC
require $10,300 now and the 9 Vessel
with private entrance , plus a
(Experience not Necessary
7 Vehicle
Foreign Ministry announced. former $10,000 family would have 12 Be ill
CUOMO IMMO MO
(collect.)
large house to live in. Four
BROM] POMUMEI
8 Fgure of
of
the
Representatives
Nocturnal
two
13
out
come
$12,100
have
to
tea
over
kitchen,
room,
living
bedrooms,
You
can earn two to three
NEARLY NEW 22 cubic foot
TWO BEDROOM house. Also
UM 00610 MOMOO
speech
mammal
Westinghouse copper tone frost hundred dollars per week after double carport, two baths, car- dinette suite and six chairs for nations will establish offices in even.
9 Sponsor
000 12000 IMMO
14 Macaw
Caracas
and
metal
Sofia.
Native
10
PMOR 000M MO
Those who have managed to IS Sculptured
free side by side refrigerator- short training, for local and over- peting, central -heat and air. Rent sale. Call 753-5244. After 12t00
11 Sailor (cotton.)
MOU U000 UM
INS10111
will help pay for it and it's priced noon.
16 Sunburn
freezer, autcmatic ice maker, the-road hauling. Write:
MOIM 001110 30M0
17 Seesaw
Suni
18
sell.
excellent condition. 753-9807. J5C NATIONWIDE SEMI DIVISIDN, to
19 Shop channel
OW MOM@ U000
20 Pulverizes
5
21 Mold
171 New Circle Rd., N. e., ONLY $11,500 will buy this two
20 Deisp sleep
Hostelry
22
fqrbedroom
two
21 Ignore
AND
ONE
carHas
house.
brick
Lexington,
bedroom
as
Music:
Ky.
VERMEER
40505,
or call Area
46
DITCHING
36 Ceremony
23 Urge on
23 Symbol for
written
38 Intractoble
25 At no time
machine.fflod condition. Phone Code 606 299-6912, after 5 p.m. , port, living room, electric heat, nished apartments. Zimmernfen
1411MarIUM
47 Crony (collars.)
26 Precipitous
South
16th
Apartments
Strebt.
24 Short jackets
753-9807.
Baby's napkin
4.1
legally
J0C bath, and is located on 1 acre lot.
J5C 2-3484.
40
Indefinite
28
49 Gurdo's high
27 Garden tool
taraer
.
:nscm
°4'
P
2 C
44
article
South. Viet student%
It's a steal and hatirensferrable Phone 753-6609.
note
Russian
Former
Regretted
26 Three.bandird
29
loan.
SO Corded cloth
22- Complete
armadillo
h.
. •MEN: DO you needUSED. CO
Comunetion
53
trailer,
tins
detiOn
n
/eerie
u
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u
r
f
45
lava
COoied
-30 Mise.d
TR ANSFERRtir-awfitr ha
picture tube. Price Reasonable. money to help with winter ex31 Near
reduced the price on this three bedroom, air conditioned,
.
SAIGON (UPI): South Vietnamese students threw
32 Rare
Durui's TV & Appliance,118 South .• nses. Earn up to $4.00 per hour
34 Brother
bedroom brick. Has 1,-2 baths, walking distance of colleoe.
three Molotov cocktails and burned a U. S. Army bus
of Odor
JfIC In spare time-.Call 753-1711. J9C
12th St., Phone 753-3037.
in the Cholon District of Saigon today. No one was
kitchen with built in range, large $75.00, water furnished. Call 3335 Saucy
-,
said.
authorities
SC
injured,
1203.
37 American
family room, spacious living
ostrich
. U. S. and South Vietnamese military and civilian
DON'T THROW that rug away, SHORTORDER cook. Apply ' room, utility room, large land30 Golf mound
police quickly moved in and broke up the group of
39 Choice part
clean it with Blue Lustre. You person only. Jerry's Restauran scald lot, electric heat and air FIVE ROOM unfurnished
AAA 100 stone-thro*ing student'demonstrators who
41 Man's
can rent a shampooer for only South 12th Street.
J7 conditioner. Can be bought Tor at 311 North 12th. Available
nickname
the gasoline bombs just outside a student
tossed
/
J9C
42 Cavil
Phone before 11 a.m. or4
$1.00 at Big K.
less than $22,000.
_ union headquarters on Minh Mang street, about half
43 Trials
45 Prohibit
:
THREE LADIES for full or part TWO HOUSF-S 9 ACRES can be p.m. 753-6200.
- a block from the main American Pat exchange. '
46 Jets forth
stove. time work. Must have use of a bought for a tremendous bargain.
ELECTRIC
36"
who
driver,
48 RidocuN
Tfte bus 'Was empty except for the
...Westinghouse refrigerator Car Write Postoffice,
1, One house is older frame ho
fire,
caught
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FURNISHED,
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Si aineWp
Green dinette table and four
4.17 with modern plumbing ana
urray,Ky.
they said. The bus was heavily damaged by flames,
Prlicsda
apartments. Couples
chairs, window fan, hot plate,
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Fertile spot
52
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police
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Only.
in desert
conditioner,
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bath,
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Frigidaire
kitchen
room,
new
MECHANIC WANT). Apply in living
Beverage
54
second
the
was
it
U S military spokesmen said
Control, 100 South t3th
55 Everyone
new automatic electric heater, person. Sholar's Auto Repair, 209 other house is a neat two Pest
attempt in recent days. atburning a U. S. bus. The
17
Street. •
56 Investigation
two venetian blinds. Phone 753- S. 7th St.
J18C bedroom brick with living room'',
first as not successfJI.
57 Knock
J6C
kitchen and bath. The land has a
5214.
They said there was no plan to put guards aboard
APARTMENT, two
DOWN
busel, but that the I: S command was re-routlong road frontage' and city DUPLEX
the
.bedrooms, walking distance of
1 Aeriform fluid
: - -Mg the vehicles.
water is there.
BLACK NYLON couch and chair,
2 Rwer island
University. Quiet. Adults only.
NOTICE
nited Feature Syndicate. Inc.
J6C
.Ift11101•1011...r
EXTRA good buy or owner will
$35.00. Phone 753-5788.
3 Scourge
after Jive p.m. or
753-3567
Call
ttedroom
three
this
trade on
,.„'Nkof J7C
brick. Has kitchen with built in 76Z-2850days.
KITTENS, SIAMESE and
range and dishwasher,,"living
Persian. Also coucii. Phone 753PEANUTS
BEDROOM trailer on
EASTER
IF I'M REAL.
J6P
room, family room. two, baths. TWO
2670.
WALL TO WALL CARPET
of
north
IM, four miles
VACATION!
EASTER VACATION I'LL
It's completely carpeted and has private"
Completely furnished
WHAT ABOUT
HAVE STOOPED SHAKING...
a good sized lot. Priced at less Murray.
SPRING'S AND mattress, $15.00,
EASTER ,
Washer,dryer. Phone 753-1790 or
We will furnish
than $25,000.
bedspread anti two pair matching
VACATIONV
.-NEAR SHOPPING center and 753-4683.
drapes, $16.00, three throw rugs and completely install
to
up
or
churches and schools. This three
and Tilip pair drapes, cheap. 3 full rooms
J6C 360 sq. ft. of 100 percent
bedroom brick_ ItasylV2 baths,
Phone/53-3903.
V..46 ozr.
BEDROOM trailer, $60 00
nylon carpet with tackless
04large living roons3arnily room, TWO
0
"'
.4•0
paid.
utilities
per month, all
,
goo'
installation over heavy
heasnherexatnrda range built
kithcw
--4ra,•1449
Phone-489-3623
1970 HONDA, low miles, ex- duty sponge padding
tairt pe
btc.j
int
cellent condition. Phone 753-95.09 for the total price of
throughout, carport, outside
Nancy
JI1C
after 5p.m.
storage, utility room, central
OFFERED
SERVICES
heat and air. It's worth the
AND I WANT
STICK IT ON
I'LL GIVE
BEAUTIFUL 23 inch color
money at $24,000.
TO PICK UP
'
BOTTOM
A
THE
YOU
arranged
Budget terms
THIS TEN
SPACIOUS house and good sized
console TV $275. Call 753-7112.
will
MY
OF
Babysitter
ME
DI
EXPERthCED J7C For Free-Home
DOLLAR
lot loCated in HAZEL. This place
CANE
ROHAT
in my home.
care for chi
Demonstration
LL I
has six bedrooms, bath, living
GI)
J7C
Phone 767-2759. N
Day or Night
FOUND
room, kitchen, garage, storm
fully
home,
10 X 55 MOBILE
doors and windows and is comWILL BABYSIT EinY hmne for
carpeted, two air conditioners,
CALL-COLLECT.in every way. It's a real
fortable
age child by the hour, day or
underpinned. Call 753-9519. J9P
.any
901-424,7340
bargain at less than $10,000.
week. phone 753-6809, F
Carpet,Mfg.•Outlet
Roberts Realty, 505 West Main
Home Park.
of
J7C Meadows Mobile
St., Phone 763-1651.
CARPET CLEARANCE sale,
.
JI1C
Jackson, Tenn.
•
cash and carry. -game shag,
•
pile, commercial type hi density
WANTED TO RENT
•
• : Working mothers
rubber back, some pattern tyPe.
AM -5
and college students with babies 2
Our prices start at-44-.79 sq. yd.
and up to $3.95 sq. yd. None
WANT TO Rent, two bedroom and under. For your baby sitting
higher, pick anything in the
house, unfurnished in or close to needs, Beans Beans Play NurWANTED TO BUY
71* FRE, mccpcck. See EI455K5 Oh 4 5cENE
house. Big selection. Paschall's
.Phone 753-4516.
JI1C sery, 753-2620. Operated by Mrs.
A suALL moor smILE oiesscs
4.
SERENITY --IT ts
JI1C
tovEco Actin+ oF n4E wsrf•-c.m.o, of to•DESCRIOA134-6
Russell Lowery.
Discount House, Hazel, Ky., 492r OAFA Sung)OAY D(ovc)
7.4.44m.y!
Tammy MOOT 0'CAME ASHORE
NOTICE
J7P WANT TO buy; logs and standing
9733
Wl4ti..5T WE WERE CAULKN' UP THE
WILL CARE for babies in my OLD HULK . SINAtt.NONCER SHE'S
timber. Also have for sale lumber
SerOUT-- CPCIOTIN' IN
&
Phone
TUCKEREO
SALES
home. Have experience.
WINTER WARDROBE in ex- and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill CLEOTROI.kUX
WATER LIkE A
J7C THEedimsrEr
cellent condition, sizes 7's aridl's and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147. vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. 753-4964:
544!.
including: Sweaters, sktrts,
TFC Sandera. phone 382-2468, FarJan 21C
mington, Kentucky.
slacks, dresses, coats and forPER
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mals. All reasonably priced.
hanging and painting. ,All
RENT
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FOR
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4
J7P
after
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Phone
guaranteed. Phase .04042
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300 BALES.0 hay. 50 cents a
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bale Phone 4116-3183'
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DID WE MISS V! CALL TIE OPERATOR!

UJNAT HAPPENED? CRECK YOUR PASSFORT!

CALI-ME AIRLIN 511

s169.00
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It

FOR RENT

New building, 5,000 square feet of floor
AUTOS FOR SALE
rind hob-

471D

Lucky, ow

space on two floors. Ample and convenient
1966 FORD Mustang, V-8, with
air. Maroon with bucket seats.
Must sell, owner now in service.
Phone 753-3436. Call at night. .40

unloading facilities, firesiteef. Will finish to
suit tenant.

1962.rADILLAC DeVille, 4-door
hardtop. A real clean car, good
`‘.1indition. full power, factory air,
.71._,Can_bg financed.
JCall

••

13focl(from Square, 601 Maple Street,

Call 753-2633
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Card of Thanks

L'i!-Abnar

WE WISH to express our deep
appreciation and thanks to our
many friends and relatives for
the many expressions of kindness
and sympathy extended to us
during the illness and death of
our father. A special thanks to
Dr. Lowry,the third floor nursing
staff, Rev. Jerrell White, Rev.
Leon Penick, Rev. Eurie Mathis
and the Max H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
The Family of
Clancy Vance, -.-
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IDOL REPUBLICANS
1970

7<4

Un

A

A Banner Year for Murray and Calloway County
Sincezregistration of voters in Calloway is traditionally Democratic
by a subsbiffiat margin;the thoughtless person might presume to
forget the abiding civic interest and dedication oflocal Republicans
and their influence in helping out on community projects.
-

Republicans Are Citizens, Too!

_
10. A- successful healing on U.S. Highway 641 has again set in motiona consideration of a four-lane rdad north that ca -be_ unquestionably
approved by the Federal Bureau of Public Roads.:

is in operation in coinfortable quarters on Main Street.

They write letters.
They make telephone calls.
They attend meetings at their own expense.
They give of their lime for the community.
They support local civic and business organizations.
-----They-dream for a better town and county.

Since This Is True:
Naturally, local RepublicansAnd party leadership join in rejoicing
over some things that happened to Calloway County and Murray in
the year 1970.

To List A Few:
1. Roy Stewart Stadium is assured with Astroturf - the first in Kentucky.
2. ,ika county which, prior to 1970, had only 26% of its roads
blacktopped, in this year of •1979 22 miles of blacktop were
contracted at a cost of $330,000.00. This is over and above
regular routine programs.
3:Kentucky Highway 121 has been resurfaced to Tennessee Line.
41 Vocational School for Murray has come near to final success with
$225,900.00 from state and $195,000 from federal,government pledged.
5. Surveys for widening of Main Street are on target and•schedule.
6. $550,000.00 Housing Project for Murray (low cent) has just been let.
7. New modern 1.3 million db-Tlar high school building is
under construction.
8. Multimillik-dollar industrial- plant with new railroad spur has been
brought near to completion .and ready for opening by
Vanderbilt Corporation.

S)
born
Viet
tinn

SOU!

11.A modern Mental Health and Eiceptionat-Chlidren's Day School
•

Thty pay taxes.

9 New modern library, completed with $36,000.00 funds direct
-from State is now Open.
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IN SHARING DUE PRIDE WITH ALL
CITIZENS OF THE TOWN AND COUNTY
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the local Republican's take deep satisfaction
in having been active, personally and officially,
in the advancement of most of these
community achievements.
In addition, it is worthy of note to any thoughtful and
fair-minded person that progress for Murray and Calloway
t County has been realized in a year when a R.epublican
Administration is in effect, both on the state ancl national
- levels.

5

•Anno•

In looking back at 19-70, we turn our Jaices toward- a,
great year-for- Murray and Caltow4 Courdi:71.

•N

N

-

Particularly are we concerned for the.growth and stability of Murray
State University. We are aware ofTproblems connected with out-of-state
tuition and enrollment:We-lake hope from the statement already made
by one major Republican candidate in . which he proposes relief from this crisis by a praiitical plan.; a plan which places Murray in a circle
with a mileage radius which is not limited by state lines. We- local
Republicans of Murray and-Calloway County consider the relief of
Murray State University as 5 primary goal. Furthermore, in this resolve
we sincer4y-invite and yrge the opposition party to include such relief
in their platform, and performance proposals.-

•

Local Republicans Are Prou Of 1970
-HAPPY NEW YEAR for 1971
(Paid Advertisement by Calloway County Republican Committee. — t. W Riley, Treasurer)
•
•
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